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Social SecurityOnline Code of Federal R.egulations
 
CFR 20 Title Page 

/j~;;~(~~ §416.963 Your age as a vocational factor. 
1111111 

(a) General. "Age" means your chronological age. When we decide whether you are disabled 
under §416.920(g)(1), we will consider your chronological age in combination with your 
residual functional capacity, education, and work experience. We will not consider your ability 
to adjust to other work on the basis of your age alone. In determining the extent to w~lich age 
affects a person's ability to adjust to other work, we consider advancing age to be an 
increasingly limiting factor in the person's ability to make such an adjustment, as we explain 
in paragraphs (c) through (e) of this section. If you are unemployed but you still have the 
ability to adjust to other work, we will find that you are not disabled. In paragraphs (b) through 
(e) of this section and in appendix 2 of subpart P of part 404 of this chapter, we explain in 
more detail how we consider your age as a vocational factor. 

(b) How we apply the age categories. When we make a finding about your ability to do other 
work under §416.920(f)(1), we will use the age categories in paragraphs (c) through (e) of this 
section. We will use each of the a~~e categories that applies to you during the period for which 
we must determine if you are disabled. We will not apply the age categories mechanically in a 
borderline situation. If you are within a few days to a few months of reaching an older age 
category, and using the older age category would result in a determination or decision that 
you are disabled, we will consider whether to use the older age category after evaluating the 
overall impact of all the factors of your case. 

(c) Younger person. If you are a younger person (under age 50), we generally do not consider 
that your age will seriously affect your ability to adjust to other work. However, in some 
circumstances, we consider that persons age 45-49 are more limited in their ability to adjust to 
other work than persons who have not attained age 45. See Rule 201.17 in appendix 2 of 
subpart P of part 404 of this chapter. 

(d) Person closely approaching advanced age. If you are closely approaching advanced age 
(age 50-54), we will consider that your age along with a severe impairment(s) and limited work 
experience may seriously affect your ability to adjust to other work. 

(e) Person of advanced age. We consider that at advanced age (age 55 or older) age 
significantly affects a person's ability to adjust to other work. We have special rules for 
persons of advanced age and for persons in this category who are closely approaching 
retirement age (age 60-64). See ~416.968(d)(4). 

(f) Information about your age. We will usually not ask you to prove your age. However, if we 
need to know your exact age to determine whether you get disability benefits, we will ask you 
for evidence of your age. 
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Social SecurityOnline Code of Federal Regulations 
CFR 20 Title Page 

~*~;1~\' §416.964 Your education as a vocational factor. 
1111111 
." 

(a) General. Education is primarily used to mean formal schooling or other training which 
contributes to your ability to meet vocational requirements, for example, reasoning ability, 
communication skills, and arithrnetical ability. However, if you do not have formal schooling, 
this does not necessarily mean that you are uneducated or lack these abilities. Past work 
experience and the kinds of responsibilities you had when you were working may show that 
you have intellectual abilities, although you may have little formal education. Your daily 
activities, hobbies, or the results of testing may also show that you have significant intellectual 
ability that can be used to work. 

(b) How we evaluate your education. The importance of your educational background may 
depend upon how much time has passed between the completion of your formal education 
and the beginning of your physical or mental impairment(s) and by what you have done with 
your education in a work or othE~r setting. Formal education that you completed many years 
before your impairment began, or unused skills and knowledge that were a part of your formal 
education, may no longer be useful or meaningful in terms of your ability to work. Therefore, 
the numerical grade level that you completed in school may not represent your actual 
educational abilities. These may be higher or lower. However, if there is no other evidence to 
contradict it, we will use your numerical grade level to determine your educational abilities. 
The term education also includes how well you are able to communicate in English since this 
ability is often acquired or improved by education. In evaluating your educational level, we use 
the following categories: 

(1) Illiteracy. Illiteracy means the inability to read or write. We consider someone illiterate if the 
person cannot read or write a simple message such as instructions or inventory lists even 
though the person can sign his or her name. Generally, an illiterate person has had little or no 
formal schooling. 

(2) Marginal education. Marginal education means ability in reasoning, arithmetic, and 
language skills which are needed to do simple, unskilled types of jobs. We generally consider 
that formal schooling at a 6th grade level or less is a marginal education. 

(3) Limited education. Limited education means ability in reasoning, arithmetic, and language 
skills, but not enough to allow a person with these educational qualifications to do most of the 
more complex job duties needed in semi-skilled or skilled jobs. We generally consider that a 
7th grade through the 11th grade level of formal education is a limited education. 

(4) High school education and above. High school education and above means abilities in 
reasoning, arithmetic, and language skills acquired through formal schooling at a 12th grade 
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level or above. We generally consider that someone with these educational abilities can do 
semi-skilled through skilled work. 

(5) Inability to communicate in English. Since the ability to speak, read and understand 
English is generally learned or increased at school, we may consider this an educational 
factor. Because English is the dominant language of the country, it may be difficult for 
someone who doesn't speak and understand English to do a job, regardless of the amount of 
education the person may have in another language. Therefore, we consider a person's ability 
to communicate in English when we evaluate what work, if any, he or she can do. It generally 
doesn't matter what other language a person may be fluent in. 

(6) Information about your education. We will ask you how long you attended school and 
whether you are able to speak, understand, read and write in English and do at least simple 
calculations in arithmetic. We will also consider other information about how much formal or 
informal education you may have had through your previous work, community projects, 
hobbies, and any other activities which might help you to work. 
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20 CFR 404.1568 http://www.socialsecurity.gov/OP_Home/cfr20/404/404-1568.htm 

Social SecurityOnline Code of Federal Regulations
 
CFR 20 Title Page 

§404.1568 Skill requirements. 

In order to evaluate your skills and to help determine the existence in the national economy of 
work you are able to do, occupations are classified as unskilled, semi-skilled, and skilled. In 
classifying these occupations, we use materials published by the Department of Labor. When 
we make disability determinations under this subpart, we use the following definitions: 

(a) Unskilled work. Unskilled work is work which nel2ds little or no judgment to do simple 
duties that can be learned on the job in a short period of time. The job mayor may not require 
considerable strength. For example, we consider jobs unskilled if the primary work duties are 
handling, feeding and offbearing (that is, placing or removing materials from machines which 
are automatic or operated by others), or machine tending, and a person can usually learn to 
do the job in 30 days, and little specific vocational preparation and judgment are needed. A 
person does not gain work skills by doing unskilled jobs. 

(b) Semi-skilled work. Semi-skilled work is work which needs some skills but does not require 
doing the more complex work duties. Semi-skilled jobs may require alertness and close 
attention to watching machine processes; or inspecting, testing or otherwise looking for 
irregularities; or tending or guarding equipment, property, materials, or persons against loss, 
damage or injury; or other types of activities which are similarly less complex than skilled 
work, but more complex than unskilled work. A job may be classified as semi-skilled where 
coordination and dexterity are necessary, as when hands or feet must be moved quickly to do 
repetitive tasks. 

(c) Skilled work. Skilled work requires qualifications in which a person uses judgment to 
determine the machine and manual operations to be performed in order to obtain the proper 
form, quality, or quantity of material to be produced. Skilled work may require laying out work, 
estimating quality, determining the suitability and needed quantities of materials, making 
precise measurements, reading blueprints or other specifications, or making necessary 
computations or mechanical adjustments to control or regulate the work. Other skilled jobs 
may require dealing with people, facts, or figures or abstract ideas at a high level of 
compIexity. 

(d) Skills that can be used in other work (transferability)-(1) What we mean by transferable 
skills. We consider you to have skills that can be used in other jobs, when the skilled or 
semi-skilled work activities you did in past work can be used to meet the requirements of 
skilled or semi-skilled work activities of other jobs or kinds of work. This depends largely on 
the similarity of occupationally significant work activities among different jobs. 

(2) How we determine skills that can be transferred to other jobs. Transferability is most 
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probable and meaningful amonlg jobs in which

(i) The same or a lesser degree of skill is required; 

(ii) The same or similar tools and machines are used; and 

(iii) The same or similar raw materials, products, processes, or services are involved. 

(3) Degrees of transferability. There are degrees of transferability of skills ranging from very 
close similarities to remote and incidental similarities among jobs. A complete similarity of all 
three factors is not necessary for transferability. However, when skills are so specialized or 
have been acquired in such an isolated vocational setting (like many jobs in mining, 
agriculture, or fishing) that they are not readily usable in other industries, jobs, and work 
settings, we consider that they are not transferable. 

(4) Transferability of skills for individuals of advanced age. If you are of advanced age (age 55 
or older), and you have a severe impairment(s) that limits you to sedentary or light work, we 
will find that you cannot make an adjustment to other work unless you have skills that you 
can transfer to other skilled or semiskilled work (or you have recently completed education 
which provides for direct entry into skilled work) that you can do despite your impairment(s). 
We will decide if you have transferable skills as follows. If you are of advanced age and you 
have a severe impairment(s) that limits you to no more than sedentary work, we will find that 
you have skills that are transferable to skilled or semiskilled sedentary work only if the 
sedentary work is so similar to your previous work that you would need to make very little, if 
any, vocational adjustment in terms of tools, work processes, work settings, or the industry. 
(See §404.1567(a) and §201.00(f) of appendix 2.) If you are of advanced age but have not 
attained age 60, and you have a severe impairment(s) that limits you to no more than light 
work, we will apply the rules in paragraphs (d)(1) through (d)(3) of this section to decide if you 
have skills that are transferable to skilled or semiskilled light work (see §404.1567(b)). If you 
are closely approaching retireml9nt age (age 60-64) and you have a severe impairment(s) that 
limits you to no more than light work, we will find that you have skills that are transferable to 
skilled or semiskilled light work only if the light work is so similar to your previous work that 
you would need to make very little, if any, vocational adjustment in terms of tools, work 
processes, work settings, or the industry. (See §404.1567(b) and Rule 202.00(f) of appendix 2 
to this subpart.) 

[45 FR 55584, Aug. 20, 1980, as amended at 65 FR 18000, Apr. 6, 2000J 
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Social SecurityOnline Code of Federal Regulations
 
CFR 20 Title Page 

Vocational Considerations 

/J;f~~\\. §404.1560 When we will consider your vocational background. 
1IIlIIi.. / 

(a) General. If you are applying for a period of disability, or disability insurance benefits as a 
disabled worker, or child's insurance benefits based on disability which began before age 22, 
or widow's or widower's benefits based on disability for months after December 1990, and we 
cannot decide whether you are disabled at one of the first three steps of the sequential 
evaluation process (see §404.152Q), we will consider your residual functional capacity 
together with your vocational background, as discussed in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this 
section. 

(b) Past relevant work. We will first compare our assessment of your residual functional
 
capacity with the physical and mental demands of your past relevant work.
 

(1) Definition of past relevant work. Past relevant work is work that you have done within the 
past 15 years, that was substantiad gainful activity, and that lasted long enou~lh for you to 
learn to do it. (See §104.1565(a).) 

(2) Determining whether you can clo your past relevant work. We will ask you for information 
about work you have done in the past. We may also ask other people who know about your 
work. (See §404.156~(b).) We may use the services of vocational experts or vocational 
specialists, or other resources, such as the "Dictionary of Occupational Titles" and its 
companion volumes and supplements, published by the Department of Labor, to obtain 
evidence we need to help us determine whether you can do your past relevant work, given 
your residual functional capacity. ,A vocational expert or specialist may offer relevant evidence 
within his or her expertise or knowledge concerning the physical and mental demands of a 
claimant's past relevant work, either as the claimant actually performed it or as generally 
performed in the national economy. Such evidence may be helpful in supplementing or 
evaluating the accuracy of the claimant's description of his past work. In addition, a vocational 
expert or specialist may offer expert opinion testimony in response to a hypothetical question 
about whether a person with the physical and mental limitations imposed by the claimant's 
medical impairment(s) can meet tile demands of the claimant's previous work:, either as the 
claimant actually perl:ormed it or as generally performed in the national economy. 

(3) If you can do your past relevant work. If we find that you have the residual functional 
capacity to do your past relevant work, we will determine that you can still do your past work 
and are not disabled. We will not consider your vocational factors of age, education, and work 
experience or wllether your past relevant work exists in significant numbers in the national 
economy. 
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(c) Other work. (1) If we find that your residual functional capacity is not enough to enable you 
to do any of your past relevant work, we will use the same residual functional capacity 
assessment we used to decide if you could do your past relevant work when we decide if you 
can adjust to any other work. V\le will look at your ability to adjust to other work by considering 
your residual functional capacity and your vocational factors of age, education, and work 
experience. Any other work Gobs) that you can adjust to must exist in significant numbers in 
the national economy (either in the region where you live or in several regions in the country). 

(2) In order to support a finding that you are not disabled at this fifth step of the sequential 
evaluation process, we are responsible for providing evidence that demonstrates that other 
work exists in significant numbers in the national economy that you can do, given your 
residual functional capacity and vocational factors. We are not responsible for providing 
additional evidence about your residual functional capacity because we will use the same 
residual functional capacity assessment that we used to determine if you can do your past 
relevant work. 

[68 FR 51163, Aug. 26, 2003J 
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Social Security Online Code (of Federal Regulations 
CFR 20 Title Pqge 

~ffl!:'i. §416.967 Physical exertion requirements. 
1111111 

To determine the physical exertion requirments of work in the national economy, we classify 
jobs as sedentary, light, medium, heavy, and very heavy. These terms have the same 
meaning as they have in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, published by the Department 
of Labor. In making disability determinations under this subpart, we use the following 
definitions: 

(a) Sedentary work. Sedentary worl<: involves lifting no more than 10 pounds at a time and 
occasionally lifting or carrying articles like docket files, ledgers, and small tools. Although a 
sedentary job is defined as one which involves sitting, a certain amount of walking and 
standing is often necessary in carrying out job duties. Jobs are sedentary if walking and 
standing are required occasionally and other sedentary criteria are met. 

(b) Light work. Light work involves lifting no more than 20 pounds at a time with frequent lifting 
or carrying of objects weighing up to 10 pounds. Even though the weight lifted may be very 
little, a job is in this category when it requires a good deal of walking or standing, or when it 
involves sitting most of the time with some pushing and pulling of arm or leg controls. To be 
considered capable of performing a full or wide range of light work, you must have the ability 
to do substantially all of these activities. If someone can do light work, we determine that he or 
she can also do sedentary work, unless there are additional limiting factors such as loss of 
fine dexterity or inability to sit for long periods of time. 

(c) Medium work. Medium work involves lifting no more than 50 pounds at a time with frequent 
lifting or carrying of objects weighing up to 25 pounds. If someone can do medium work, we 
determine that he or she can also do sedentary and light work. 

(d) Heavy work. Heavy work involves lifting no more than 100 pounds at a time with frequent 
lifting or carrying of objects weighing up to 50 pounds. If someone can do heavy work, we 
determine that he or she can also do medium, light, and sedentary work. 

(e) Very heavy work. Very heavy work involves lifting objects weighing more than 100 pounds 
at a time with frequent lifting or carrying of objects weighing 50 pounds or more. If someone 
can do very heavy work, we determine that he or she can also do heavy, medium, light, and 
sedentary work. 
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[1]See 201.00(f). 

[2]See 201.00(d). 

[3]See 201.00(g). 

[4]See 201.00(h). 

202.00 Maximum sustained work capability limited to light work as a result of severe medically 
determinable impairment(s). (a) The functional capacity to perform a full range of light work 
includes the functional capacity to perform sedentary as well as light work. Approximately 
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1,600 separate sedentary and light unskilled occupations can be identified in eight broad 
occupational categories, each occupation representing numerous jobs in the national 
economy. These jobs can be performed after a short demonstration or within 30 days, and do 
not require special skills or experience. 

(b) The functional capacity to perform a wide or full range of light work represents substantial 
work capability compatible with making a work adjustment to substantial numbers of unskilled 
jobs and, thus, generally provides sufficient occupational mobility even for severely impaired 
individuals who are not of advanced age and have sufficient educational competences for 
unskilled work. 

(c) However, for individuals of advanced age who can no longer perform vocationally relevant 
past work and who have a history of unskilled work experience, or who have only skills that 
are not readily transferable to a sinnificant range of semi-skilled or skilled work that is within 
the individual's functional capacity, or who have no work experience, the limitations in 
vocational adaptability represented by functional restriction to light work warrant a finding of 
disabled. Ordinarily, even a high school education or more which was completed in the 
remote past will have little positive impact on effecting a vocational adjustment unless relevant 
work experience reflects use of such education. 

(d) Where the same factors in paragraph (c) of this section regarding education and work 
experience are present, but where age, though not advanced, is a factor which significantly 
limits vocational adaptability (i.e., closely approaching advanced age, 50-54) and an 
individual's vocational scope is further significantly limited by illiteracy or inability to 
communicate in English, a finding of disabled is warranted. 

(e) The presence of acquired skills that are readily transferable to a significant range of 
semi-skilled or skilled work within an individual's residual functional capacity would ordinarily 
warrant a finding of not disabled regardless of the adversity of age, or whether the individual's 
formal education is commensuratE~ with his or her demonstrated skill level. The acquisition of 
work skills demonstrates the ability to perform work at the level of complexity demonstrated by 
the skill level attained regardless of the individual's formal ed ucational attainments. 

(f) For a finding of transferability of skills to light work for individuals of advanced age who are 
closely approaching retirement age (age 60-64), there must be very little, if any, vocational 
adjustment required in terms of tools, work processes, work settings, or the industry. 

(g) While illiteracy or the inability to communicate in English may significantly limit an 
individual's vocational scope, the primary work functions in the bulk of unskilled work relate to 
working with things (rather than with data or people) and in these work functions at the 
unskilled level, literacy or ability to communicate in English has the least significance. 
Similarly, the lack of relevant work experience would have little significance since the bulk of 
unskilled jobs require no qualifyinq work experience. The capability for light work, which 
includes the ability to do sedentary work, represents the capability for substantial numbers of 
such jobs. This, in turn, represents substantial vocational scope for younger individuals (age 
18-49) even if illiterate or unable to communicate in English. 
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Table NO.2-Residual Functional Capacity: Maximum Sustained Work Capability Limited to
 
Light Work as a Result of Severe Medically Determinable Impairment(s)
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1202.01lAdvancedage ·· ••••••. ·•·....,I~imitedo;:iesslunskilledo;:nonE;IDjsabled.1202:02j d0	 I· do . .·················SkilledorsemiskilledIOo: 

-skills not 
1I I	 i Itransferable 

1202631··d~ ··T· .do·· .. ............- 15k:~~~aSne5~~;:~::~]1~,~~~· 

1202:041 do .. ····THighsdlooigraduaieor···IUnskilledornon;;Oisabled.····· 
I	 more-does not provide for direct 1 

I I	 entry into skilled work[2] 

202:0sl.: dO!Highschoolgraduaieor	 doI Not 
more-provides for direct entry disabled.II 

I	 I,into skilled work[2] 

12·02:·06·.·.··:·.. :dO···· ·········I~i~r~_Sc~~~l~~d~r~~~~·f~r~i·;:~~I_Skll~~~~o~emis·kiiied······Oisabled. 

I I	 lentry into skilled work[2] !transferable I1202.07'1 ..··:.·.··:·d·O···· ············I·:···:····do··············	 ···················································!Ski·I··1 ed··orsemis·k:·I·II·ed[Not···························· . 
1 I	 I-SkillS transferable[2] Idisabled. rOO :: dO - - - ·~~r~_s·c~~~i~:~~~~r~~~·:·~·~;~II·_5~~1~0~~emiSkilied-IDO- .. 
I	 1!into skilled work[2]	 ,transferable 

r0201~ie ~~~~:-~-~kme~~~~-15~~~
 

'2021 
0 do 1~:~~z~~e~~m-~~ ~i~::~i~~raier::d 0-- ···-~~bled 

1262.11··I.·.·.:.:d··O····················· ·················ILimited·o·r·'ess ······················_···············_···········!SkilIed··or·semi~~i1ed··rD·o·.·······_·· 

...1 ....._. _.1[ _ _ ~ _ _I-t~r~~k~:r;;_~_ _ c _ 

1", 1202.12	 do 
. 

do 'ISkilled or semiskilled 00. 
. 

I -skills transferable 
1 11262.131.: ....do	 IHighsc:hoolgraduaieormorejUnskiliedornonejDo: 

1202.141 d·o· ........--.I,I:=do . -- ~ -15k:15 ~o~emiskilled .Do·
: ••••• 

I	 Itransferable 
1 

F2:1~	 FdO·-~~~1~~=~~:~fo __· __
 
",202. 16lYounger fiIIiterate or unable to IUnskilled or none 100. 

individual Icommunicate in English I I 
1 
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Limited or less ······································Skilledorsemiskiiled!Do:
202.18 ......do 

-skills not I 

I transferable I 

12b2i!r~~dO ···r~dO .. .~ ~~. .-lsk~~~~=~~~~::dIOO:-

1202:20'1 do ·····································IHigh-schooigraduaieormore ···IOnskilledornone]Oo. 

1,1 202 
21 po ,III·· .... do I_Sk~I~~1s ';,'o~emiSkilled IDO-----

1 I 
202.221 do"----r::.':~do-'--'------- . -

transferable 
·,----lSkill'ed'o-rs-emiskillecFI-oo-.·-------,··

1 ____ ........................_ _ _1=sk~ll_s tr~nsf~T~_ble____ _ 

[1]See 202.00(f). 

[2]See 202.00(c). 

203.00 Maximum sustained work capability limited to medium work as a result of severe 
medically determinable impairment(s). (a) The functional capacity to perform medium work 
includes the functional capacity to perform sedentary, light, and medium work. Approximately 
2,500 separate sedentary, light, and medium occupations can be identified, each occupation 
representing numerous jobs in the national economy which do not require skills or previous 
experience and which can be performed after a short demonstration or within 30 days. 

(b) The functional capacity to perform medium work represents such substantial work 
capability at even the unskilled level that a finding of disabled is ordinarily not warranted in 
cases where a severely impaired individual retains the functional capacity to perform medium 
work. Even the adversity of advanced age (55 or over) and a work history of unskilled work 
may be offset by the substantial work capability represented by the functional capacity to 
perform medium work. However, we will find that an individual who (1) has a marginal 
education, (2) has work experience of 35 years or more during which he or she did only 
arduous unskilled physical labor, (3) is not working, and (4) is no longer able to do this kind of 
work because of a severe impairment(s) is disabled, even though the individual is able to do 
medium work. (See ~~04.1562(a) in this subpart and §416.962(a) in subpart I of part 416.) 

(c) However, the absence of any relevant work experience becomes a more significant 
adversity for individuals of advanced age (55 and over). Accordingly, this factor, in 
combination with a limited education or less, militates against making a vocational adjustment 
to even this substantial range of work and a finding of disabled is appropriate. Further, for 
individuals closely approaching retirement age (60-64) with a work history of unskilled work 
and with marginal education or less, a finding of disabled is appropriate. 
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Table 1\10. 3-Residual Functional Capacity: Maximum Sustained Work Capability Limited to 
Medium Work as a Result of Severe Medically Determinable Impairment(s) 

I~I-~;:e -, ... ··--:u:ation ~····i P~~~i:~:~k-rDeCiSion
 
203.01 ~~~~~~Ching ····:Marginalornone	 ·!Ullskilledornone···IDisabled. 

retirement age ill 
1203.621·····:~·:do····· - ·········-·-ICTm·itedorTess·· _.._._._._ -. '···"""""""1 No·n-e-·· _ __ 100 __ . 

Flu~:--~::::~= ~I;;;~;o~emiskilled I:~:~~~
 
,--1 - -~-- .- -	 -~ ~transf~able . . -fl . 
203.05 do "I" do ISkilled or semiskilled Do.
1 I-skills transferable ,

1

!203.06T.:·.. :do··· !Hig h school graduate or more····IUnskilled·ornone·-···TDo.··_··__··· 
203.67 1·.-.··.·:.·.·do--···· !High-schooTg-rad-uate-or·····_··················[Sk·iTledor'-semiskille'd-r'OO~"'-'-

Imore-·does not provide for direct '-skills not'I

ientry into skilled work transferable I 

l203:0ir~~~o·-I·· .· do-~- ..	 . ···-I~:~;a~es~:~~::dIDQ····· 

~3.09F.....dO	 "Highsc;hool graduate or ISkilled or semiskilled 00.--
Imore-.provides for direct entry I-skillS not 

126310!Ad\i'lrlloed age --~~~ekd~d~k-	 _·_I~~-,;;-~erable IDisabled-:-

1203.11F	 Fio ~ot.....dO	 [Unskilled 

i !disabled. 

1203~~II~d~O__ T ...do	 --- -r::~;:r~~tiskil,ed'oO-

120313 do -1=dO----r~~~ ~;a~=~~dFc> 

I~~~~I~%~=-=--· I~~~~~~:;imjire ••• ]1~~eo~~~~~I[~
 
I Imore-does not provide for direct -skills not
 
I [entry into skilled work Itransferable
 I 

203.16i- .....dO '--~jo- . I.Skilled or semiskilled 100:----. 
1 

I -skills transferable 
~:Ji7IdO -- -[High school graduateor- [SkilledOrsemiSkilled-roo~
 
I 1 1~~~E~kil~~~v~~r~ for direct entry itra~~~:r:~~e 
1203":"1-8C1o-seTy--- --lIJmited--orless---·--_· ···_-·_·········--r·Unskilledo·;:··n·one··_·ro-cJ.""--_· 

approaching i 
\ . ladvanced age I 
12(.203:l9r·~~dO - i......do [Skilled or semiskilled ~--

!
I '

I !--skills not I 
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126326IdO-- i do	 - ---I~~'~~~~Snes~~~~~::d-Fo 

1203.21~ do J.~i.~_'2..~.~:~.??I~Lc:l9~c:lt.~?Lr:'l.?C~ IUnskilled or none ro-o-.-
1203.22.·.~.do·.. IHig h seh 001 grad uate or···'lSkilled·o·rsemiskJlledToo·.-""-·' 

I :.'more-does no.t provide for direct I-skills not I 
lentry into skilled work ItransferableI 

I::~~~-.~-~-.. ..----......--......·--~9;:ChOOI9ffidUai8Or-;~:~]!s!~~i~:~If---,~-:---. 

.. I 'more-provides for direct entry i-skills not 
I 'into skilled work Itransferable 

-	 ; --:.-;- _ , .. :.....•--; - - -......... .. i· · · · · ···· · · - 1 · ·_·..- ·_· ··
 
1

203.25lYounger IndlvlduallLlmlted or less	 IUnskilled or none Do. 
1 [····· · ··· ·······_ · · ·..· ··T· _ __	 .. [' - -_ _ [.._- - . 
[203.26, do i do	 ISkilled or semiskilled Do. 

-skills not I 
IItransferable 

I 

1203:271·:····dO	 d01~ll~~~s~~~sne:;~~(~~::dI6o: .. 

1203.28~: ..do iHigh school graduate or more	 IUnskilled or none 100. 

,20329r~··-·dO-- .. ..··..·..·---~~~l=d:~::f~ir:r~~:,~~rmiSkiITedlo-.-- ...-....
 
~03.30~ ....do I··.·· .do . "-~-rSkilled or semiskilled 100. 
I 1 I I-skills transferable 

I~ore~provides for direct entry -skills not 
ilnto skilled work transferable ........... .. I .. . ..'........ .	 .. J ..
 

204.00 Maximum sustained work capability limited to heavy work (or very heavy work) as a 
result of severe medically determinable impairment(s). The residual functional capacity to 
perform heavy work or very heavy work includes the functional capability for work at the lesser 
functional levels as well, and represents substantial work capability for jobs in the national 
economy at all skill and physical demand levels. Individuals who retain the functional capacity 
to perform heavy work (or very heavy work) ordinarily will not have a severe impairment or will 
be able to do their past work-either of which would have already provided a basis for a 
decision of "not disabled". Environmental restrictions ordinarily would not significantly affect 
the range of work existing in the national economy for individuals with the physical capability 
for heavy work (or very heavy work). Thus an impairment which does not preclude heavy work 
(or very heavy work) would not ordinarily be the primary reason for unemployment, and 
generally is sufficient for a finding of not disabled, even though age, education, and skill level 
of prior work experience may be considered adverse. 

[45 FR 55584, Aug. 20, 1980, as amended at 56 FR 57944, Nov. 14, 1991; 68 FR 51164, Aug. 
26,2003J 
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Social SecurityOnline Code lof Federal Regulations
 
CFR 20 Title Page 

Evaluation of Disability 

J1}i;~~\\' §416.920 Evaluation of disability of adults, in general. 
\ .. 1111111 

(a) General-(1) Purpose of this section. This section explains the five-step sequential
 
evaluation process we use to decide whether you are disabled, as defined in §416.905.
 

(2) Applicability of these rules. These rules apply to you if you are age 18 or older and you file 
an application for Supplemental Security Income disability benefits. 

(3) Evidence considered. We will consider all evidence in your case record when we make a 
determination or decision whether you are disabled. 

(4) The five-step sequential evaluation process. The sequential evaluation process is a series 
of five "steps" that we follow in a set order. If we can find that you are disabled or not disabled 
at a step, we make our determination or decision and we do not go on to the next step. If we 
cannot find that you are disabled or not disabled at a step, we go on to the next step. Before 
we go from step three to step four, we assess your residual functional capacity. (See 
paragraph (e) of this section.) We use this residual functional capacity assessment at both 
step four and at step five when we evaluate your claim at these steps. These are the five 
steps we follow: 

(i) At the first step, we consider your work activity, if any. If you are doing substantial gainful 
activity, we will find that you are not disabled. (See paragraph (b) of this section.) 

(ii) At the second step, we consider the medical severity of your impairment(s). If you do 110t 
have a severe medically determinable physical or mental impairment that meets the duration 
requirement in §416.909, or a combination of impairments that is severe and meets the 
duration requirement, we will find that you are not disabled. (See paragraph (c) of this 
section.) 

(iii) At the third step, we also consider the medical severity of your impairment(s). If you have 
an impairment(s) that meets or equals one of our listings in appendix 1 to subpart P of part 
404 of tt"lis chapter and meets the duration requirement, we will find that you are disabled. 
(See paragraph (d) of this section.) 

(iv) At the fourth step, we consider our assessment of your residual functional capacity and 
your past relevant work. If you can still do your past relevant work, we will find that you are 
not disabled. (See paragraph (f) of this section and §416.960(b).) 

(v) At the fifth and last step, we consider our assessment of your residual functional capacity 
and your age, education, and work experience to see if you can make an adjustment to other 
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work. If you can make an adjustment to other work, we will find that you are not disabled. If 
you cannot make an adjustment to other work, we will find that you are disabled. (See 
paragraph (g) of this section and i416.960(c).) 

(5) When you are already receiving disability benefits. If you are already receiving disability 
benefits, we will use a different sequential evaluation process to decide whether you continue 
to be disabled. We explain this process in §416.994(b)(5). 

(b) If you are working. If you are working and the work you are doing is substantial gainful 
activity, we will find that you are not disabled regardless of your medical condition or your 
age, education, and work experience. 

(c) You must have a severe impairment. If you do not have any impairment or combination of 
impairments which significantly limits your physical or mental ability to do basic work activities, 
we will find that you do not have a severe impairment and are, therefore, not disabled. We will 
not consider you rage, ed ucation, and work experience. 

(d) When your impairment(s) meets or equals a listed impairment in appendix 'f. If you have an 
impairment(s) which meets the duration requirement and is listed in appendix 1 or is equal to 
a listed impairment(s), we will find you disabled without considering your age, education, and 
work experience. 

(e) When your impairment(s) does not meet or equal a listed impairment. If your impairment(s) 
does not meet or equal a listed impairment, we will assess and make a finding about your 
residual functional capacity based on all the relevant medical and other evidence in your case 
record, as explained in §416.945. (See paragraph (g)(2) of this section and §416.962 for an 
exception to this rule.) We use our residual functional capacity assessment at the fourth step 
of the sequential evaluation process to determine if you can do your past relevant work 
(paragraph (f) of this section) and at the fifth step of the sequential evaluation process (if the 
evaluation proceeds to this step) to determine if you can adjust to other work (paragraph (g) 
of this section). 

(f) Your impairment(s) must prevent you from doing your past relevant work. If we cannot make 
a determination or decision at the first three steps of the sequential evaluation process, we will 
compare our residual functional capacity assessment, which we made under paragraph (e) of 
this section, with the physical and mental demands of your past relevant work. (See 
§416.960(b).) If you can still do this kind of work, we will find that you are not disabled. 

(g) Your impairment(s) must prevent you from making an adjustment to any other work. (1) If 
we find that you cannot do your past relevant work because you have a severe impairment(s) 
(or you do not have any past relevant work), we will consider the same residual functional 
capacity assessment we made under paragraph (e) of this section, together with your 
vocational factors (your age, education, and work experience) to determine if you can make an 
adjustment to other work. (See §1.16.960(c).) If you can make an adjustment to other work, we 
will find you not disabled. If you cannot, we will find you disabled. 

(2) We use different rules if you meet one of the two special medical-vocational profiles 
described in §416.96~. If you meet one of those profiles, we will find that you cannot make an 
adjustment to other work, and that you are disabled. 
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Your client is not working now, has an exertional impairment that significantly limits work 
ability, does not meet any listed impairments, and is not able to do past work. Is your client 
disabled if your client: 

1.	 Can lift no more than ~~pounds, is 42 years old, completed sixth grade, and worked 
as a car wash attendant? 

Disabled: __ Yes 
--No --Grid Rule Number 

2.	 Can lift no more than fifty pounds, is 60 years old, got through the tenth grade, and 
worked as a car wash attendant? 

Disabled: __ Yes.	 No Grid Rule Number 

3.	 Can lift no more than twenty pounds, is 56 years old, finished high school, worked as 
a car wash attendant, and has had no job training since completing the general courses 
in high school? 

Disabled: __ Yes.	 No Grid Rule Number 

4.	 Can lift no more than ten pounds, is 52 years old, worked as a glass blower, and has 
had no job training since: completing the general course in high school? 

Disabled: __ Yes. __ NQ Grid Rule Number 

5.	 Can lift no more than tw,enty pounds, can't walk for more than five minutes without 
resting, is 56 years old, did not finish high school, and worked as a car wash 
attendant? 

Disabled: __ Yes __ No Grid Rule Number 




